
A code for the safety 
assurance of small 
boats in government 
service.
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The Grey Boat Code defines standards 
to be used but has the flexibility to 
accept alternative equivalent 
standards recognised by government 
department.

Survey records can be templated for 
individual classes of boat and clearly 
show deficiencies against agreed 
standards.

The Grey Boat Code takes a holistic 
approach to boat safety, including 
structures, machinery and 
propulsion, stability, fire, lifesaving 
appliances, communications, 
navigation, anchoring, and protection 
of personnel.

The Grey Boat Code is able to provide 
an equivalent level of safety to the 
statute required by a navy’s safety 
management policy. It also provides 
evidence to the regulators, 
responsible persons and operators 
that craft are safe to operate in their 
roles within defined boundaries. 
Small boats in military service can 
now be certified under a single code, 
which reduces complexity and 
confusion by bringing consistency 
and simplicity to safety standards, 
procedures and administration.

The shared knowledge and 
collaboration between the UK 
Ministry of Defence Boats team, the 
UK Naval Authority and Lloyd’s 
Register (LR) over the past 13 years 
has been an instrumental factor in 
developing a proper understanding of 
the safety goals for small boats. 
Together, we have implemented a 
pragmatic approach to certification 
based on LR’s knowledge of the 
operators and the defined roles of the 
boats.

The Grey Boat Code has been 
developed to contribute to 
maritime safety for small craft 
(under 24m) operating in 
government service.

It introduces a meaningful 
safety regime setting standards 
of safety and protection for all 
persons on board boats in 
government service, many of 
which are required to operate 
in hazardous environments. It 
sets guidelines and provides 
enforceable standards backed 
up by an independent third-
party inspection regime to 
ensure the best possible safety 
of boats in their defined roles 
without unduly compromising 
mission or operational 
capability.
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COASTAL PATROL
Fast training boats, border force fleet 
protection

Benefits:

• Single regulatory code
• Tailored to boat role
• Recognises changes to boat role
• Addresses specific operational 

risks
• Enables quick decisions on 

non-compliances
• Provides robust safety guarantee 

to regulator
• Effective solution to demonstrate 

boat safety
• Reduces risks of boat’s operation 

for crew and operator

The Grey Boat Code can be used 
for the certification of:

• Boats less than 24m load-line 
length

• Open and decked boats
• Rigid hull forms, rigid inflatable 

hulls and inflatable boats
• Powered, non-powered and 

sailing craft
• Front line assault and military 

interdiction roles to cadet and 
seamanship training roles, police, 
fishery protection, coastguard, 
and border force

In operational roles for:

• Youth cadet training
• Naval cadet training at Royal 

Naval College, Dartmouth and 
other training establishments

• Royal Marines
• Special Forces
• Fleet protection
• Army maritime
• Diver training and dive support
• Explosive Ordnance Disposal
• Sea boats
• Coastal patrol
• Fast training boats

SEA BOATS
Boarding, rescue, counter piracy and 
counter narcotics

The Grey Boat Code is based on 
our experience of applying the 
principles to:

• Ensures a rational basis for safe 
use beyond design age.

• High-speed craft
• Displacement boats
• Sailing yachts
• Raiding craft
• Fast motor launches
• Yachts
• Fast interceptor craft
• Combat support boats
• Combat boats
• Patrol boats




